SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT OF SEMIGROUPS IN RELATION TO AMENABILITY, CANCELLATION PROPERTIES, AND STRONG F0LNER CONDITIONS MARIA KLAWE
The purpose of this paper is to settle two problems. The first is Sorenson's conjecture on whether every right cancellative left amenable semigroup is left cancellative. The second, posed by Argabright and Wilde, is whether every left amenable semigroup satisfies the strong F^lner condition (SFC). We first show that these two problems are equivalent, then prove that the answer to both questions is no, through analyzing the semidirect product of semigroups in relation to amenability and cancellation properties. We conclude by investigating further the properties of semigroups satisfying SFC, and finally include some analogous results for left measurable semigroups. [M*iS) ]. When S is both left and right amenable we say that S is amenable. For a detailed account of the properties of left amenable semigroups, we refer to Day [2] and [3] .
1* Introduction* For any semigroup S, let m(S)
For any subset A c S, let χ A denote its characteristic function, i.e., χ A is) -1 if seA and χ A is) = 0 if si A. If A is finite, we use IAI to denote the cardinality of A. As usual, for each s e S we define sA = {st\teA} and s~ιA = {teS\steA}.
We define a relation R on any semigroup S by sRt for s, t e S if there exists xeS with sx = tx. If the intersection of finitely many right ideals of S is always nonempty (as when S is left amenable), then R is an equivalence relation, and the set S' of equivalence classes is a right cancellative semigroup with the induced multiplication. More details are found in Granirer [7, p. 371] . When S' exists, we will refer to it as the right cancellative quotient semigroup of S.
Sorenson's conjecture that every right cancellative left amenable semigroup is left cancellative arose as a question of John Sorenson, who proved the weaker result that every right cancellative left 92 MARIA KLAWE measurable (definition in §5) semigroup is left cancellative in his thesis [16, p. 57 ] (see also [15] ). The first discussion of this conjecture is found in a paper of Granirer [8, p. 108] .
If this conjecture were true, then for any left amenable semigroup S, its right cancellative quotient semigroup S' would actually be cancellative and left amenable, and hence could be imbedded in an amenable group (Wilde and Witz [19, Cor. 3.6] ). Thus in some sense the study of left amenable semigroups would essentially depend on the study of left amenable subsemigroups of groups. Further interest in the conjecture arose from the work of Argabright and Wilde on the strong Folner condition.
In [4] Folner introduced the following necessary and sufficient condition for a group S to be left amenable:
For each finite subset F of S and ε > 0, there exists a finite subset A of S such that |sA\A\ < ε\A\ for each se F.
In his thesis [5] Frey showed that every left amenable semigroup satisfies FC; however the converse is false since every finite semigroup satisfies FC, though not every finite semigroup is left amenable. A much simpler proof of Frey's result was given by Namioka [13] using the concept of strong amenability (see Day [3, §5] ).
Continuing the search for a necessary and sufficient condition of this type for left amenability in semigroups, Argabright and Wilde [1] introduced the strong F0lner condition (SFC) and showed that any semigroup satisfying SFC is left amenable.
(SFC)
For each finite subset F of S and ε > 0, there exists a finite subset A of S such that | A\sA | < ε | A | for each s e F.
Argabright and Wilde also showed that if Sorenson's conjecture were true, then every left amenable semigroup would satisfy SFC. However, the question of whether every left amenable semigroup must satisfy SFC remained open. We will refer to this question as the SFC problem. Further discussion on this problem and Sorenson's conjecture in relation to two conjectures of Granirer on extremely right amenable semigroups is found in Rajagopalan and Ramakrishnan [14] .
In §2 we show that the SFC problem and Sorenson's conjecture are equivalent, in other words every left amenable semigroup satisfies SFC if and only if every right cancellative left amenable semigroup is left cancellative. This result follows directly from Theorem 2.2 which completely characterizes the semigroups which satisfy SFC as those left amenable semigroups whose right cancellative quotient semigroups are left cancellative.
A counterexample to Sorenson's conjecture is constructed in §3 (3.5). In fact we exhibit a right cancellative amenable semigroup which neither is left cancellative, nor satisfies SFC. This shows that the answer to both Sorenson's conjecture and the SFC problem is still no, even if we replace left amenable by amenable. However, since all the counterxamples we have been able to find by our method are infinitely generated, the question is still open for finitely generated semigroups. The counterexample is obtained via an investigation of the semidirect product of semigroups in relation to amenability and cancellation properties. Several other examples and results on this topic are included in §3.
In § 4, some properties of the class of semigroups satisfying SFC are described, following the work of Day ([2] Proof. Suppose S is left amenable and S' is left cancellative. Then S' is left amenable since it is a homomorphic image of S, and hence must satisfy FC (Frey [5] or Namioka [13, Thm. 3.5] Now we see that \rA n A| ^ |rA| ^ |r(A\B) + |rΰ| ^ |A\5| + 1/21 ^ I = \A\ -1/21J? I < 4/51AI since \B\ > 2/5|A|. This shows that \A\rA\ > 1/51A I, but A was chosen so that \A\rA\ < 1/51A |. Thus S' must be left cancellative. Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem above, by noting that if S is right cancellative and left amenable, then S = S\ 3* The counterexample, semidirect products and amenability* For any semigroup U we let End (U) denote the set of endomorphisms of U. We use the notation Inj (£/), Sur (U), and Aut(Z7) to denote the subsets of End (U) consisting respectively of injective endomorphisms, surjective endomorphisms, and automorphisms.
Suppose that U and T are semigroups with a homomorphism p: T -•End (17) . In general we will write p a for the endomorphism p(a) for each a e T. We define the semidirect product of U by T (with respect to p) as the semigroup S of ordered pairs (u, a) for ueU and αeΓ, with the operation (u, a){v, b) - (up a (v), ab) . It is easy to check that this operation is associative, hence S is indeed a semigroup. We write S = U x T, and refer to U and T as the factor
This product is a natural generalization of the usual semidirect product of groups (see Gorenstein [6] for example). Its extension to semigroups has already been considered from various aspects (Hofmann and Mostert [11, D.4 .1], Wells [17] , among others), although not in the context of amenability as far as we know.
The counterexample to Sorenson's conjecture is constructed by taking the semidirect product of two cancellative amenable semigroups in such a way that the semidirect product is right cancellative, left amenable, but not left cancellative. In Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, and Proposition 3.4 we assemble the information needed to show that the example given in 3.5 actually has the desired properties.
The rest of this section contains other results and examples which examine how amenability of the semidirect product is related to amenability of the factor semigroups. 
Proof.
Suppose aeT and u, veU Given a homomorphism p: T->Έnά(U), for each aeT we define a linear operator P a on m(U) by P a g{u) = g(ρ a (u)) for gem(U) and ueU.
Each P a induces a linear operator P* on m(U)* given by = ψ(P a g) for fem(C7)* and gem(U). Proof. For each ψeM/{U) and aeT we have PiψeM/{U) since p a is a homomorphism of U onto U (this follows from the proof that a homomorphic image of a left amenable semigroup is also left amenable, given in Day [2, p. 515] ). Moreover, since p: T->Sur (17) is a homomorphism, the map a-+P% is a representation of T in the set of linear mappings on M/(U). Since M/{U) is compact and convex in the weak*-topology and since T is left amenable, by the fixed point theorem (Day [3, Thm. 6.1] ) there exists φeMs(U) with P*Φ = Φ for each a e T. 
a). Choose v e Ms(T) and define μem(S)* by μ(f) -v(f).
It is easy to see that μ is a mean, and moreover we claim that μ is left invariant. For (v, b) e S and a e T we have (s iVtb) f) a = P b s v f ba since for any u e U, (/ί,, 6 
COUNTEREXAMPLE 3.5. Let U be the free abelian semigroup generated by the elements {u t \i = 0,1, 2, •}, and let T be the infinite cyclic semigroup with generator {a}. We define p: T->Sur (Z7) by i°α(^i) = ^i-i if i ^ 1 and p a (u 0 ) = u Q . Since U and ϊ 7 are cancellative abelian semigroups, by Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 3.4, the semigroup S = 17 x Γ is right cancellative and left amenable. However, since (£ Inj(Z7) , and hence S is not left cancellative.
Thus S is indeed a counterexample to Sorenson's conjecture, and by Theorem 2.2, S is also a left amenable semigroup which does not satisfy SFC. Corollary 3.11 will show that S is actually amenable since U and T are amenable, which shows that Sorenson's conjecture is still false when left amenable is replaced by amenable. We have not been able to construct a finitely generated counterexample by the method above, which raises the question of whether Sorenson's conjecture holds for finitely generated semigroups. REMARK 3.6. We give three examples of semidirect products of left amenable semigroups to illustrate the role that the condition p: r->Sur(Z7) plays in Proposition 3.4. The first example shows that the condition is not necessary to ensure left amenability of U x T f P but examples (ii) and (iii) show that some condition is needed since neither p: T~>End(ί7) nor p: T-»Inj (17) is sufficient.
( i ) Let U be any semigroup with at least two elements, including a zero element 0, and let T be the trivial semigroup {1}. Define ρ x e End (U) by p^u) = 0 for each ueU.
Then for any u,veU.
SEMIDIRECT PRODUCT OF SEMIGROUPS 97 we have (u, l)(v, 1) = (0, 1), thus U x T is left amenable, but since P U has at least two elements p ί &Suτ(U).
(ii) Let T be any amenable semigroup, and U any amenable semigroup of at least two elements and containing an identity e. We define p: T -> End (U) by p a (u) = e for each a e T and ueU.
We have (u, a) 
1°T
hus (0, a)(U x T) Π (1, α)(ϊ7 x Γ) = ί5, which shows that U x Γ is not left amenable.
REMARK 3.7. Suppose S = Ux T. Then we may add a twosided identity to either U or T (or both) and extend the homomorphism p in such a way that S contains a two-sided ideal of the new semidirect product obtained. Let U° be the semigroup obtained by adding a two-sided identity e to U. Then by defining p°: T-*End (17°) by pliy>) = i°α(w) ί°r ^6 ϊ^ an d ι°α(β) = β for each a e T, we see that
Similarly if T° is the semigroup obtained by adding a two-sided identity 1 to T, we define pi = p a for each aeT and $ = identity homomorphism on U.
Once again we have (U x T°)(u, a)(U x T°) c S for each (u, a)eS.
This remark will be useful in the propositions which follow, since it is well-known (Mitchell [12, Thm. 9] 
Proof. The map σ: S -+T defined by σ{u, a) -a is a homomorphism from S onto T, which shows that T is left amenable.
To show that U is left amenable, by Remark 3.7 we may assume without loss of generality that T has an identity 1 and that p x is the identity map on U. Proof. As before T is a homomorphic image of S and hence right amenable. Now suppose p: T -> Aut (17) . By Remark 3.7 we may assume that T has an identity 1 and that p λ is the identity map on U. (u, a) 
For each fem(U) define f~ e m(S) by f~(u, a) = /(u). Notice that for each veU we have i/JY -Av,ι)f~ since (Svf)~(u, a) = sj(u) = f(yu) = /~(w, α) = • ( , fl) /~(tt, α). Choosing v 6 ΛC/(S), we define μem(U)* by μ(f) = v(f~). Actually μeM/(U) since μ is clearly a mean, and μ{/J) = v((S v fY)

Proof. Choose φeM*(U) and veikL(T). For each fem(S)
=ApΛu)v)=f(pΛup a (v)))=Γ(up a (v), a) = * M r(u, a).
Choosing veM+(S) we define μem(U)* by μ(f) = v(f v ).
It is easy to see that μ is a right invariant mean on U.
COROLLARY 3.13. If S -U x T is amenable then T is amenable, p and if in addition p: T-> Aut (if), then U is also amenable.
Proof. This is immediate from Propositions 3.8 and 3.12.
REMARK 3.14. We give two examples to show that the condition p: T -> Aut (17) in Proposition 3.12 cannot be replaced by either p: T-* Sur(Z7) or p: T -> Inj (17) . Example (iii) shows that we cannot replace p: T-»Aut(Z7) in Corollary 3. 13 
by p: T->Enά(U).
( i ) We construct a right amenable semigroup S = U x T where (ii) We construct a right amenable semigroup S =U x T where N = sup {n I (u, a n ) e F for some u e U}> and choose Λf so that N/M < ε. Letting A = {(w x , α fe )|l <: fc <: Λf}, we see that for each (u, a n ) e F we have A(u, a n ) = {(^, α* + ) 11 <Ξ & <^ M} since u^u) = ^ for all ueU.
Also since n ^ N we have |A\A(^, O| ^ 2V= (iii) We construct an amenable semigroup S -U x T with p:T -+ End (17) , such that ί7 is not right amenable, hence not amenable. Let U = {w, v} where u 2 -vu -u and v 2 = uv = t;. We choose Γ to be the trivial semigroup {1}, and define p: T -> End (U) by ft(^) = Piiv) -u-Clearly U is not right amenable since Uu Π Uv = φ. However (u, l) (v, 1) = (v, ΐ) (u, 1) which shows that S is abelian and hence amenable. 4* Semigroups satisfying SFC* From the counterexample constructed in 3.5 we know that the class of semigroups satisfying SFC is a proper subset of the class of left amenable semigroups. In this section we examine some of the properties of this class, generally following the line of results established for left amenable semigroups (see Day [2] and [3]). REMARK 4.1. By Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, in order to show that a particular left amenable semigroup S satisfies SFC, we need only show that whenever rs -rt for some r, s, te S, there exists xeS with sx = tx. PROPOSITION 
If S is a semigroup satisfying SFC with a subsemigroup T such that μ(χ τ ) > 0 for some μ e M/(S), then T also satisfies SFC.
Proof. T is left amenable since μ(χ τ ) > 0 (Day [2] ). Suppose α, ί>, c 6 T with ab -ac. Since S satisfies SFC there exists x e S with bx = ex. Since μ(χ τ ) > 0 and μ(χ xS ) = 1, T Π xS is nonempty. Hence we can pick d e T Π xS, and we have bd -cd. This shows that T satisfies SFC by Remark 4.1.
It is not true, however, that every left amenable subsemigroup of a semigroup satisfying SFC must satisfy SFC. For example, consider a semigroup obtained by adding a two-sided zero to another semigroup which is left amenable but does not satisfy SFC.
A subset TaS is said to be left thick if for every finite subset FdS there exists a e T such that Fa c T. Clearly any subset containing a left ideal of S is left thick. Mitchell [12, Thm. 7] showed that a subset T of a left amenable semigroup S is left thick if and only if μ(χ τ ) = 1 for some μeMs(S). PROPOSITION 
If T is a left thick subset of S such that T satisfies SFC, then S satisfies SFC.
Proof Let F be a finite subset of S and ε > 0. Choose δ > 0 such that 25/(1 -δ)< ε. Since T is left thick there exists a e T such that FacT. Choose a finite subset BcT such that \B\aB\ < δ\B\ and \B\saB\ < δ|J5| for each seF. Now we see that
This proposition extends a result of Rajagopalan and Ramakrishnan [14, Thm. 22] . The next two results are stated without proof since their verification is routine. (y, a)eS with (v, ϊ)(y, a) = (w, ΐ){y, a) . From this we see vy = wy, which shows that U satisfies SFC. Now suppose ab = ac for a, b, c e T. Then (u, a)(u, a)(u, c) for any ueU, thus there exists (v 9 d)eS with (u, b){v, c)(v, d We say that a mean μ e m(S)* is left reversible invariant if μ(χ sA ) == μ(χ Λ ) for each AczS and s e S, and denote the set of left reversible invariant means on 5 by RMs(S). If a semigroup S has a left reversible invariant mean we say that S is left measurable. This term arises from the obvious one-to-one correspondence between RMs(S) and the set of left measures on S, i.e., the set of finitely additive measures λ on S such that λ(S) = 1 and X(sA) = λ(A) for each s e S and AczS.
Clearly every left measurable semigroup is left amenable since any left reversible invariant mean is left invariant, and also for left cancellative semigroups the conditions are equivalent. The terms right reversible invariant and right measurable are defined analogously.
Sorenson investigated the properties of left measurable semigroups in his thesis [16] . In particular he showed that every left measurable right cancellative semigroup is left cancellative [16, 3.1.7] . The proof that follows in Theorem 5.1 is not the one that Sorenson we see that μ(χ is \z s )) = 0, and hence Now suppose that μeMs(S) and μ(χ^s) = 1 for each seS. For any set AaS we have s~\sA)\A c S\Z S , and hence μ(X(*-w>u)) = 0. Thus μ(χ β j = μ(χ β -n. Λ )) = i"(χj + μ(Xis-HsA)\A)) = μ{χ A ), which shows that μ is left reversible invariant on S.
The first part of this proof is given by Sorenson in [16, 2.3.2] .
Notice that for a left amenable semigroup S to be left measurable it must be "almost" left cancellative, in the sense that Z 8 must be left thick in S for each s e S. PROPOSITION 
// U and T are left measurable semigroups with a homomorphism p: T->Aut(Z7), then S -U xT is left measurable.
Proof. Recall that in § 3 we defined P a : m( U)-+m( U) by P a f(u) = f(p a (u)), which induced a linear operator P* on m{U)*. Since p a e Aut(C7), it is straightforward to show that P* maps RM/(U) onto itself, and since RM/{ U) is compact and convex with respect to the weak*-topology (Sorenson [16, 1.1.10] ), once again we apply the fixed point theorem (Day [3, Thm. 6.1] ) to obtain a left reversible invariant mean φ on U such that P*Φ -Φ for each a e T. It is not possible to replace the condition |θ: T->Aut(Z7) int his proposition by either |θ: T->Sur(?7) or p: T ->Inj(U), as is shown by the Examples 3.5 and 3.6(iii) respectively. PROPOSITION 5.6 . If S = U x T is left measurable, then U and T are left measurable.
Proof. Let veRMs(S).
To see that U is left measurable, we define μ e m(U)* as in Proposition 3.8 by μ(f) = v(f~), where /~ 6 m(S) is defined by f~(u, a) = f{u) for each fem(U).
In the proof of Proposition 3.8 we saw that μeM/{U), hence it suffices to show that μ{Xz ) -1 for each ueU. First consider the set Z {p {u)>a) for some 
